
Evaluation Feedback from the seminar held at University of Derby Corporate on 23rd January 2015
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Please turn over...

● 10 delegates from Further Education



1. Shared understanding of both opportunity & barriers
2. I’m not the only one seeing the university through my eyes
3. Common issues; going in the right direction
4. I can make a difference; Senior management are committed to collaborative leadership
5. A consistent approach is possible, the senior managers are having the same training, their learning should be

shared wider
6. The possibilities are there
7. Colleagues have a shared desire to work together and instigate change
8. Good to hear the tools are being discussed, change needs to come from the top
9. I believe organisation has appetite for this, & time is right

10. Focus on establishing the problems, solving needs to develop collaboration

1. I think there are elements of coaching in this that should be explored
2. Tools designed for the university
3. It was more interactive in the morning - but understand KIT was needed in the afternoon
4. Could it be possible to involve us in further interaction or training along with senior managers?
5. More time to work out together how the models could be used back in the workplace, + a follow up on

improvements made
6. Preaching to the converted. Perhaps a need for a group with differing opinions.

� 6 said The Collaborative Leadership Between Organisations

� 3 said The Collaborative Leadership Across Communities

� 3 said The Postgraduate Certificate in Collaborative Leadership

When delegates were asked what they individually would be most interested in attending
as a next step:

The seminar was developed from almost two years of academic research, project reviews
and practitioner interviews by Shared Service Architecture Ltd. Its purpose is to enhance and
equip the skills and knowledge required by public sector managers to lead on collaborative
projects.

This is one of three seminars in Collaborative Leadership, that are part of the University of
Derby Corporate Postgraduate Certificate in Collaborative Leadership.

The style of the seminar was a mix of teaching input, discussion and action learning.

The seminar was held at University of Derby Corporate on 23rd January 2015.

The seminar timing was from 10.00 to 15.30.
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